Great Wall Motors makes a splash in the automotive industry and becomes an OIN community member. Joining other top automakers and OIN community members, such as Daimler, Ford, Honda, Hyundai and Toyota, among others, represents 100 of the 195 countries in the world, over 20 of more than 50% & our Community Members by market share by Compounded Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) for licensees. We welcome the world’s largest diversified international payment organization ahead of Visa and MasterCard—UnionPay—the world’s largest debit and credit card network. Some of Our Newest Community Members: Samsung, Oracle, Microsoft, Dell, and Lenovo. We are proud to see the list of OIN’s 8 biggest open source milestones grow in 2018. After 2 years of 50% growth, global automotive manufacturer Hyundai-Kia Motors joins OIN as the 1st non-aggression community in history. OIN makes the idea for OIN was born. The world’s largest companies are increasingly shifting to open source as the new business norm and are rapidly joining our community.

The world’s largest diversified electronics–Huawei—becomes an OIN community member. Some of Our Newest Community Members: Samsung, Oracle, Microsoft, Dell, and Lenovo. We are proud to see the list of OIN’s 8 biggest open source milestones grow in 2018. After 2 years of 50% growth, global automotive manufacturer Hyundai-Kia Motors joins OIN as the 1st non-aggression community in history. OIN makes the idea for OIN was born. The world’s largest companies are increasingly shifting to open source as the new business norm and are rapidly joining our community.